AWract-The entropies and combinatorics of trees that branch according to fixed but finite numbers of rules are studied. Context-free grammars are used to categorize the ways in which nodes branch to yield daughter nodes, thus providing an organized setting to examine the entropies for random branching processes whose realizations are trees and whose probabilities are determined by probabilities associated to the substitution rules of the grammar. Normalized entropy rates H are derived for the critical branching rate (p = 1) and supercritical branching rate (p > 1) processes. An equipartition theorem is proven for the supercritical processes proving that L-generation trees normalized by their number of nodes have log probability converging to the entropy rate H with L, almost everywhere in the nonextinction set. A strong departure from classical theorems for Markov sources occurs for super-critical branching processes p > 1 as the typical sets have super-geometric growth rates. Defining the a-typical set of trees to be the L-generation trees with log of their negative log probability within 6 of log p, then the typical set has probability equaling the nonextinction probability and log growth rate of pL. The combinatorics of the set of all trees that can be generated from the context-free substitution rules is also studied. It is proven that for all context-free grammars that are strongly connected and have at least one substitution rule with two daughters or more, the combinatoric growth rate of the set of trees is also supergeometric and equals the largest growth rate of any random branching process with the same substitution rules. Instances of regular, pseudo-linear and context-free grammars are studied for demonstrating the theory, and as a particular example it is shown that the arithmetic expression language has log-number of unique L-generation programs growing at a rate 1.75488L.
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I. INTRODUCTION
T HIS PAPER examines the combinatoric and probabilistic properties of the branching processes associated with the class of trees having a finite number of kinds of nodes, with each node having a finite number of ways in which it produces offspring. The probabilistic structure assumed requires that the branching proceed in a manner so that each node at any level in the tree generates subtrees independent Manuscript received October 24, 1990; revised November 12, 1991. of other nodes at that level, thereby placing the work firmly in the now classical theory of multitype Galton Watson processes [ 11. In the multitype literature these processes have been characterized according to their branching rates as subcritical, crtical, and super-critical with branching rates p < 1, p = 1, and p > 1, respectively [2] . The branching rate describes the average number of daughters below each node and determines the geometric growth-rate of the lognumber of tree derivations. While entropies are defined and calculated for all three types of branching processes, most of the work in this paper focuses on the super-critical p > 1 processes for which an equipartition theorem and coding theorem for typical sequences is proven. By defining random branching processes in terms of context-free grammars, the random branching processes inherit the structure of derivations in the context-free grammar which specifies the generation level, the ancestors, and the offspring of each node. As discussed by Athreya and Ney [2, p. 31 , once each node is specified to this degree and probabilities are defined on cylinder sets, the probability space is well defined. See also [l, ch. VI] . The super-critical processes play an important role in studying the combinatoric properties of sets of trees branching according to fixed rules, where a priori there are no probabilities on the node substitutions. An example would be the number of derivations of a given depth from a programming language such as LISP. To formalize this, the classes of trees are described using Chomsky's context-free grammars, where the grammar specifies the types of nodes in the tree, also called non-terminal or syntactic variables of the grammar, and the rules specify the possible ways in which each node can be rewritten into its descendents. To calculate the rate at which the number of unique derivation trees grows with the number of generations, branching rates are defined to be the exponential rate of growth of the logarithm of the total number of derivations from the grammar (the total number of trees possible starting from the start node). A8 is proven, for any grammar which 1) has at least one substitution rule with more than one nonterminal variable on its right side, and 2) is strongly connected, then the branching rate is greater than one, p > 1. This implies that the number of derivations of L generations grows at a super-geometric rate exp [ pL] . To prove this we associate with the context-free rules a set of probabilities of choosing each of the rules, thereby inducing a family of random branching processes having identical substitution rules and prove that the branch-0018-9448/92$03.00 0 1992 IEEE ing rate of the language equals the largest branching rate of any super-critical random branching process in this family. The family of branching processes generated from contextfree grammars in this way is a restricted subset in the Galton-Watson family since no grammar has an infinite number of rewrite rules, implying the probabilities for rewriting any node have support on a finite set. This restriction appears to be important in the proofs of the various entropy results.
In determining the entropies and combinatoric properties of the random branching processes, the result needed from the multi-type literature is their characterization as vector Markov processes. That is, let z, be the vector describing the number of nodes of each type at generation 1 with ith entry zl(i) the number of node type i. Then the Markov property for these processes is P($I Z/-l, 21-2, -) = P(zJ z,-1).
(1.1)
Not surprisingly it is the convergence of these state vectors to a direction vector with random size, the analogue of the limit measure for finite-state Markov chains, which plays a crucial role in the definition of the entropy and proofs of the equipartition theorem. The fundamental result borrowed from multitype theory is the martingale convergence result on the state vector proving that zI normalized by p' converges with I almost surely to a random vector whose direction describes the relative proportion of each type of node at any level of the tree, and has random scale. Loosely speaking (see Lemma 4) for branching rate p > 1 it then follows that almost everywhere in the set of nonterminated trees, with c(w) the random scalar and v the direction vector. In fact, for the special finite-state case where there is precisely one daughter below each node, then c(o) = 1 and v is the limit measure, with (1.2) being the familiar statement on convergence of the ergodic average of state occupancy vectors to the limit measure. We underscore the fact that the convergence statement is in general weaker than the usual finite-state Markov statement in that there is a random size c(o) associated with each tree of depth L.
This convergence allows for the proof of an equipartition theorem over the set of infinite trees. Defining the normalized entropy H as the negative expected log-probability divided by the expected number of nodes in the tree, it is proven that almost everywhere in the set of infinite trees the log-probability of an L-generation base normalized by its number of nodes converges with L to the entropy. This is the direct analogue of the finite-state Markov equipartition theorem. However, the sharp departure from the finite-state case is in the combinatorics and coding of the weakly typical sequences. First, with derivation level L the size ofLthe typical sequence set grows super geometrically as ekCLjp , with the entropy H absorbed as part of the random nonexponentially growing with L constant k(L). For trees with variable numbers of daughters it is shown that log p characterizes the log-log rate of growth of the typical sequence set, rather than the log-rate as the entropy usually describes. The fundamental reason for this is the weaker convergence of the state vectors to a random size according to (1.2). Alternatively, for a fixed size tree of L levels the typical sequences are all of different geometrically growing sizes c(w)Cf= i p'-'. The coding theorem presented compares the log of the negative log-probability to log p, with an exponential error bound demonstrated. It is also proven that in the special case that the trees have identically p daughters below every node then the entropy H of the equipartition theorem plays the usual role in the coding theorem for describing the combinatorics of the typical sequences.
The combinatoric properties of both the deterministic language associated with a context-free grammar and of the set of typical derivations in a random branching process are determined by log p. Since the set of typical derivations from the branching process are a subset of the set of possible derivations from the grammar, maximizing the size of the set of typical derivations corresponds to maximizing the entropy of the random branching process. This notion is exploited for the case of strongly connected context-free grammars whose associated random branching processes that have the same branching rate are also strongly connected. For this case, an explicit characterization of the probabilities of the maximum entropy random branching process is given.
In anticipation of our results, the paper proceeds as follows. In the next section random context-free branching processes are constructed which have the property that the sequences they generate satisfy the syntax of the context-free grammar. In Sections III and IV, results on the entropies of the family of random branching processes are established, along with an equipartition theorem and combinatoric theorem on the associated set of typical sequences. The second half of the paper, Sections V, VI, and VII provide bounds on the combinatoric growth properties of the set of all trees which can be generated from the context-free substitution rules. It is demonstrated how to assign probabilities to the substitution rules so that the associated random branching process generates a language having the same super-geometric growth rates. Section VIII concludes with numerous examples, including the arithmetic expression languages and two grammars in the pseudolinear class of languages.
II. RANDOMBRANCHINGPROCESSESOFTHE CONTEXT-FREETYPE

A. Context-Free Languages
First we define context-free grammars and their associated languages.
Definition I: A context-free grammar G is the quadruple RN, V,, ui, R), with V, the set of nonterminals v, = {u,;.*, ut,} , with V, the set of terminal symbols v,= {w,, w2, * * * >, and with IY E V, the start state. The set of productions rules are R = IJ 1 s l s v Ri, with Ri = {r(i, k), k = 1,*-s, Ji) the set of Ji rewrite rules for nonterminal ui. The action of rule r(i, k) on ai is expressed by level 1. Thus as emphasized by Harris [l] the set of statistics, r(i, k) : ui + pp, k), k = l;**, Ji, (2.1) zo, Zl, zz, *** forms a vector Markov process, historically termed the multitype Galton-Watson process, with Markov with ai termed the left-hand side and /3( i, k) the right-hand PropeQ side of the production rule r(i, k), where p(i, k) is a finite string of terminals and nonterminals. P(ZlI z,-1,ZI-2, *** > = P(Zl I z,-IL (2.3)
Given such a grammar, strings in the language are gener-and with z. the initial state vector. It is the limiting properated by beginning with cl, successively applying the rewrite ties of the vector Markov process which we will draw heavily rules in R to the nonterminal variables (also termed syntactic upon. variables) appearing at each stage of the derivation until a string is generated consisting solely of terminal symbols. The C. The Probability Measure on Trees context-free language generated by the grammar G is deThe probability measure over these random trees may be noted by L(G) and is the set of all such terminal sequences defined formally following Grenander [3] . From the state resulting from derivations beginning in nonterminal ui.
variables of the vector Markov process define the counting Each sequence in L(G) has an associated labeled tree that statistic z,(i, k) to be the number of nonterminals ui being may be viewed as the structural description of the derivation rewritten at level I with rule r(i, k) E Ri. Then the set of of the sequence. The tree is created by placing u1 at the root statistics defining an L generation tree TL is { z,( i, k); ~1, node, with the first level of branches connecting the root i, k}, and the probability of the tree is node ui to nodes that represent the terminals and nonterminals that appear on the right side of the first rewrite rule used in the derivation. As the derivation proceeds, branches to p(T') = fi fi fi p(i, k)"-IciTk). In discussing stochastic context-free grammars and their probability measure is then extended to the sigma-algebra associated languages, Grenander [3] recognized that the segenerated by all cylgder sets by defining the probability of quence of derivations and their associated tree descriptions cylinders C(T,) C T according to (2.4) applied to the first have an equivalent view as a random branching process (see L generation tree TL, i.e., Harris [l] ), with the tree-structured derivations corresponding to a particular realization of the branching process. Since PPVL)) = WL) * (2.5) a derivation from the context-free grammar proceeds with There will be two ways in which realizations will be desubstitutions to the nonterminals that are independent of the scribed. One is to define a set Q of realizations w in the context, the successive branches resulting from appliation of underlying probability space consisting of the independent the rewrite rules are conditionally independent, each one outcomes of selections of the rewriting rules. To each CJ depending only on the nonterminal being substituted for. there is the associated tree, T(w). We shall interchangeably The probabilistic properties of the random trees associated refer to the w and T(w) as the realizations, with the meaning with these stochastic context-free grammars follow Harris being obvious from context. [l] . Associate with each rewrite rule r(i, k) E Ri of the Dejnition 2: A random. branching process is a random context-free grammar a probability p(i, k), satisfying X2= t p(i, k) = 1, and define TL to be the random tree process whose realizations are trees that branch according to a finite number of context-free substitution rules. Probabiliassociated with an L generation derivation from the gram-ties are defined on cylinder sets by (2.5). mar. The derivation tree is generated by conditionally independent choices of the rewrite rules applied to the nontermi-III. ENTROPIES nals. Also define the random number of nonterminals of type
In anticipation of the entropy calculation, define the I/ x I/ ai at level I of the tree as z,(i), and the 1 x I/ vector Z, mean matrix M, with i, jth entry m(i, j) being the describing the nonterminals comprising the Ith generation of expected number of nonterminals uj resulting from rewriting the tree as a,: 
We also need the entropy associated with the set of rewrite rules Ri, defined as
with its associated vector h = [h(l) * * * h( V)IT. Now we derive the entropy of L generation realizations of the random branching process, conditioned on the initial state zo. Although there is an explicit dependence of the entropy on the initial state zo, throughout assumed to be starting variable ut with z. = [l, 0, 0, * * * 1, for the connected grammars studied with branching rate ,LI > 1 this initial state play8 no role in the limiting entropy forms. For this reason, the notational dependence is dropped.
Lemma 1: The entropy HL = -E(log P(C) I zo} = -c P(T' I zo)log P(C I zo> 9 (3.6) TL Proof: Clearly if M" is strictly positive, then there exists an n-level derivation of nonzero probability from each syntactic variable to every other syntactic variable. Conversely, if there exists a derivation of nonzero probability from syntactic variable ai to uk of n levels, then the expected value of z,(k) given starting syntactic variable ui is positive; but this is just the i, k entry of M". 0
Now we will use the well known results from Perron (1909) and Frobenius (1912) (see Gantmacher [4, volume 21 , and Cinlar [S] generation of the derivation. The associated language of terminal sequences generated by the branching process is termed strongly connected if there exists at least one derivation with the property for all ui there exists an integer j < 03 such that for each k there is j generation derivation starting in ui such that uk appears in the jth generation of the derivation. Lemma 2: A random branching process is strongly connected if and only if M is positively regular, i.e., there exists a finite integer n such that M" is a strictly positive matrix.
b) for M having largest positive eigenvalue p 1 1 then H= ;.
(3.14)
Proof for p < I: Since the largest eigenvalue of M is less than 1, I -M is invertible. Using the geometric series on M in (3.12) yields the result that
Examining the limit as L --) 00 with the largest eigenvalue p < 1, yields the first part.
Proof for p 1 1: The branching processes associated with regular grammars are what Harris has termed singular, and correspond to irreducible Markov chains with transition matrix M and limit measure v. Note that in defining the regular grammar, we have removed rules which go only to terminals since as is proven in the corollary to Theorem 7 the exponential rates of growth of the number of strings derivable with or without rules going only to terminals are identical.
Corollary I: A strongly connected regular branching process has normalized entropy per nonterminal equal to H=vh= -C v(i)C m(i, j)log m(i, j), (3.17) i j with v the left eigenvector of M with eigenvalue 1, normalized so that vl = 1.
IV. THE EQUIPARTITION THEOREM AND THE NUMBER OF RANDOM TREES
The equipartition theorem proved in this section shows, in essence, that the set of trees is cut into two sets, the typical trees corresponding to the infinite, nonterminated ones, and the atypical trees corresponding to all trees which terminate in a finite number of derivations. As in the i.i.d. and Markov cases, the typical trees have log-probability determined by the entropy. As the typical sequences correspond to the infinite, nonterminating trees, we need only study processes with branching rate p > 1 since the probability of the set of infinite trees is 0 for nonsingular branching processes with p s 1. That is, the probability of extinction for p I 1 is 1 unless the branching process is regular as in Definition 5 (see Harris [l] ). First a lemma on the convergence of the vectors z, is proven. These results follow from Harris [l] .
Lemma 3 Using the triangle inequality on (4.5) and (4.6) and noting that E is arbitrary with P(Q ,) = 1 completes part b) of the proof. 0 Now define the set of nonterminating (infinitely extended) trees Q, from which an important corollary about their state vector growth follows.
Definition 6: Let Q, be the set of nonterminating, or infinite, trees given according to Q I = { T(w): z [( w) # 0 for any I}.
Corollary 2: Under the conditions of Lemma 3, then for almost all T(w) E aI, the limits (4.1) and (4.2) hold, with c(w) a positive random variable.
Proof: The only part which must be shown is that the random variable c(w) may not be zero under the additional assumption that zl( w) # 0 for any 1. From Harris [l] , with probability one z,(w) converges to either the zero vector or to an infinite vector. Here it is shown that the probability that c(w) = 0 equals the probability that z,(w) converges to the zero vector (the extinction probability). The proof follows [2, p. lo] and [l. p. 411. First define ej to be the all 0 -s vector with the single entry 1 in the jth place. Then, Let QII C Q, be the set under which Corollary 1 to Lemma 3 holds. Then for all w E Q, fI QZ, there exists
where Mi = c z,-,(i), the lemma holds.
I=1 El
The following asymptotic equipartition theorem on the set of typical trees now follows.
Theorem 2: Given a branching process from a strongly connected context-free grammar with branching rate p > 1, the set of trees is partitioned into two sets: A the set of typical trees, and A' the set of atypical trees. The set of typical trees has probability P(A) = 1 -q with all elements T(w) E A having asymptotic uniform probability
Proof: The proof breaks into two parts, the first show-
ing the log-probability properly normalized converges to the entropy h of the rewrite rules weighted by the number of each kind of nonterminal in the tree. The second part shows From Harris [ 1, Theorem 7.11, the solution of (4.7) is the this weighted sum of rule entropies, properly normalized, same as the solution for the extinction probability and thus converges to the entropy H of the process. P(c( 0) = 0 I z,) = P( z,( 0) = 0 for some I) zo), implying According to (2.4), the log-probability of T,(w) is
DeJinition 7: The extinction probability conditioned on start state z. is q = P( z,(w) = 0 for some I I z,).
Definition 8: Let 6,(i, k, w) be the random variables associated with the mth occurrence of the node labeled ai in tree T(w), with 6,(i, k, w) = 1 if the mth rewriting of the node labeled ui uses rule r(i, k), and 6,(i, k, w) = 0, otherwise.
Lemma 4: Almost everywhere in the set of nonterminating trees T(w) E 0, from a strongly connected branching process with p > 1, log P(T,(w)) = 5 5 2 z,-,(i, k)log p(i, k).
I=1 i=l k=l (4.13) From Lemma 4, for all w E Q, n O,, and Vet > 0, ~L,(E,, w) such that VL > L, (E,, w) 
(4.14)
Multiplying (4.14) by -log p( i, k), summing over i, k, and using the triangle inequality yields
Proofi From the underlying construction of the trees and the strong law of large numbers there is a set Q, c Q ;yQde;F k,, = maxi1 I?=, log p(i, k)l, then for all with P(&) = 1 such that for all w E& and any E > 0, Since ei is arbitrary and k,,, is finite we choose e1 = E /k,,, for each e > 0 implying completing the first half of the proof. Next, the convergence of the state vectors z, shows the second term on the left side of the inequality is close to the entropy. From Lemma 3 and its Corollary 1 and from the finiteness of the rule entropy vector h it follows that for all w E Q,, and every eZ, 3L2(e2, w) such that for VL > L2(c2, WI,
Combining this with the same inequalities with 1 replacing h implies
for v the limit measure of the Markov chain satisfying vM= v and vl = 1. It now follows that for p > 1 the branching rate is the definitive quantity describing the combinatorics in that the log-log-number of "typical" trees grows at a rate given by log P. The proof is in the Appendix. In the spirit of previous results for coding Markov sources (see [7] and [8] , for example) a result due to Amit [9] is now shown. It says that the probability of the set of trees that have a large deviation of their log-branching rates greater than log p, have asymptotic exponential error decay.
Lemma 5: For all 6 > 0,
Now, for all w E 0, the random variable c(w) > 0 implying that for all w E 3,; the constant e2 may be chosen small enough so that VL > L2(c, w) (4.20)
Proof:
> log p + 6 < -6. Since e is arbitrary and P(!J2 fl QI,) = P(0,) = 1 -q, the where k,,, = maxi k ( -log p( i, k)). Rewriting in vector proof is complete with A = 0, fI Q,,. 0 form and exponentiating yields 1 Corollary I: For processes which are strongly connected, aperiodic, and singular (exactly one nonterminal on the right x log [ -log P( TL( w))] 5 log p + 6 1 side of every rewrite rule), then for all w E A C Q with P(A) = 1,
The last term follows from Chebyschev's inequality. Using (3.4) on the expected value with the Perron-Frobenius theorem p > 1 proves the corollary q Theorem 3, on the size of the set of typical sequences, can be greatly strengthened for the family of special cases in which the number of descendents below every node is identically p, the branching rate. This corresponds to grammars with rewrite rules that all have p nonterminal variables on their right side. This would include the singular Markov case (p = l), and the examples of Berger and Ye [lo] which have exactly two nonterminal variables for every rule. For these cases, vl = 1 and c(w) = 1 for all w E 0 in Lemma 3. The combinatorics resulting from the equipartition theorem is strengthened simply because the number of nodes in an L depth tree is no longer a random quantity, but is the deterministic quantity Cf=, p'. For these processes, the entropy H plays the definitive role in describing the combinatorics.
Corollary 2 to Theorem 2: Given is a strongly connected branching process with branching rate p 2 1, for which the associated grammar has identically p nonterminal variables on the right side of every rewrite rule. Then, a) the set A of typical trees satisfying Proofi The equipartition statement of part a) follows directly from Theorem 2 and the fact that Cf= r zI-r( w)l = Cf= i p'-' for all w, L. Part b) follows the identical argument of Theorem 3 in which P( A$ is upper bounded by 1, and lower bounded by 1 -E in the limit L + GO for any E > 0. q V .COMBINATORICSOF CONTEXT-FREE LANGUAGES In this section, the combinatorics of the set of all derivations satisfying the syntax of the grammar are studied. To characterize the rate of growth of the number of derivations in the language we observe that if there are K nonterminal variables at the lowest level of a tree, then the number of trees that can be grown from this level equals the product of the number of trees which can be grown from each of the K nonterminals. With this it is shown that the number of derivations in the context-free language grows super-geometrically as exp[ pfgL( i)], where the branching rate for the ith nonterminal variable pi is typically larger than one. It also follows that for strongly connected languages all nonterminals have identical branching rates, pi = p.
Lemma 6: Letting NL(i) denote the number of derivations of L levels starting in nonterminal a,, then
Proof: The number of derivations from each rule is the product of the number of derivations of level L -1 possible from each syntactic variable on the right-hand side of that rule. There are nj(i, k) syntactic variables uj on the right side of the kth rewrite rule r(i, k). q
The context-free nature of the derivations implies that the number of derivations in (5.1) does not depend on the ordering of the application of the rules. In the analysis which follows we shall use the recursion of (5.1) to study the super-geometric growth rates of both (1) the set of L-generation terminated strings, and (2) the set of L-generation trees, terminated or not; the first set corresponds to the formal context-free language definition. Under strong connectedness assumptions it is shown that both sets of strings have identical super-geometric growth rates (the parameter corresponding to the branching rate p of the previous section). In using (5.1) to study each set, only the initial condition changes. Under the convention that the start variable is u1 , then for the terminated set of strings (l), N,(i) = 0 and N,(i) = "the number of rules going only to terminals. " For the set (2), N,(i) = 1 and N,(i) = "the number of rewrite rules" = Ji. In either case, the recursion (5.1) is valid for L 1 2. For rules with no nonterminals on their right hand sides, nj(i, k) = 0 for each j and the term in (5.1) corresponding to that rule equals 1. Thus, rules having only terminals on their right-hand sides add constant values (independent of L) to the computation in (5.1), and will be shown to not affect the super-geometric growth rates and can therefore be removed when studying the branching rates of the language.
DeJinition 9: The branching rate of nonterminal ui, denoted pi, is defined by the limit (when it exists) pi = lim log N,(i) L-00 log N,-,(i) '
(5 4
The branching rate pi describes the super-geometric growth rate since log N,(i) grows exponentially fast only if pi > 1. Definition 9 is valid when the limit in question exists which will be true for most cases of interest. In particular, when the language is strongly connected and the branching rate of any one nonterminal is greater than one it is shown that all nonterminals have the same branching rate. Now we characterize a family of functions gL(i), associated with log NL, which will be used to describe the branching properties. The first property is that gL(i) is greater than zero for all L, corresponding to an assumption that NL(i) is greater than one for all L. The second property is that The proof is straightforward and thus omitted. For pi = 1, set gL(i) equal to log NL(i) and this lemma applies to the possible growth of log NL( i). For pi > 1, the function gL( i) no longer equals log NL( i).
Lemma 8: Suppose that pi is the branching rate given by Definition 9 and 1 I pi < 00. Then, The following theorem provides an alternative definition of the branching rate as the value of p for which the gL(i) in Lemma 8 satisfies (5.3). This point is unique and may be written as
In the statement of Theorem 4, gL(i) is not necessarily given by the expression in Lemma 8. In fact, the second half of the following theorem holds for any gL( i), which satisfies (5.3). The proof is in the Appendix. What is most interesting about this characterization is that for all regular grammars, p = 1, implying the gL(i) determine the exponential in L growth rates of the associated finite-state languages. However, as proven in the subsequent sections, for all strongly connected context-free grammars with at least one rule with more than one nonterminal on its right-hand side, the branching rate is p > 1, implying an exponential growth with L of the logarithm of the number of derivations. This is illustrated via examples in the last section.
We proceed under the assumption that p > 1 and establish that for all strongly connected languages the branching rates are identical for all nonterminals. First it is proven that the branching rate of any syntactic variable is greater than or equal to that of any syntactic variable appearing on the right side of any of its rewrite rules. For this lemma, we also need that for some L r , NL( i) > 1 for all L > L r . The importam application of the lemma is for strongly connected grammars as indicated in Theorem 5, for which this assumption is valid if for any L and any i, NL( i) > 1.
Lemma 9 If there is only one rewrite rule and uj is the only nonterminal variable on the right-hand side of that rewrite rule, then clearly pi = pj because log NL( i)/log NL-i(i) = log NL-i( j)/log N,-,(j). If there is more than one rewrite rule or more than one syntactic variable on the right hand side of the rewrite rule involving uj, then the numerator of the right-hand side of (5.8) is strictly greater than log NL _ r(j), so log N,( i)/log NL _ ,( j) > 1. Now defining gL( i) to be log NL( i)/ pf yields for all L, pKgL( i)
But this implies that pi 2 pj from Lemma 8. q
Theorem 5: If the language is strongly connected, NL(i) > 1 for some L and some i, and the branching rates defined by (5.2) exist for each i, then pi = pk = p for all i, k.
Proof: From the discussion before Lemma 9, the assumptions imply that for all L big enough NL( j) > 1 for all j, and Lemma 9 applies. Assume that uji is on the right-hand side of a rewrite rule for ui, uj2 is on the right-hand side of a rewrite rule for uj, , * . * , and ai is on the right-hand side of a rewrite rule for uj,. Then pi 1 pj, 2 pj2 1 * * * 1 pjk 1 pi from Lemma 9, implying that all of these branching rates are equal. Since the language is strongly connected, the theorem follows. q VI. COMPUTATIONOFTHEBRANCHINGRATEFOR
CONTEXT-FREELANGUAGES
The branching (super-geometric growth) rates of the context-free languages are computed by using the associated family of random branching processes generated from the grammar to bound the logarithm of the number of derivations. This is done by introducing matrices analogous to the mean matrix M from the discussion of random branching processes in previous sections. Associate the sets of nonnegative numbers (p(i, k), k = l;**, Ji}rZ1 with the set of rules {r(i, k), k = 1,-m*, Ji}rZ i such that A4 has i, j element
and the { p(i, k)} are probabilities: X2= r p(i, k) = 1.
There are two main results in this section of the paper. The first is that for a strongly connected language the branching rate equals the largest possible eigenvalue of the mean matrix M of any random branching process that can be generated from the grammar according to (6.1). Secondly, if any rule in the strongly connected set of nonterminals has more than one nonterminal on its right-hand side, the branching rate is greater than one.
First, in Lemma 10 the connectedness properties of the language are shown to be determined by the positive regularity of the family of M matrices.
Lemma IO: Assume that p(i, k) > 0 for all i and k. Then the language is strongly connected, if and only if M is positively regular.
The proof is similar to the proof for Lemma 2. Note that it is also true that M is positively regular if and only if the matrix formed from M by substituting a 1 for each nonzero entry of M is positively regular (this matrix is called the incidence matrix).
Bounds on the branching rate are described in the next two theorems. Define the V x 1 vector log NL = [log N,(l) -* * log N,( V)]r.
Theorem 6: Given a context-free grammar G, then for all possible M generated from G as in (6. l), log NL ?Mlog NL-i + h, (6.2) where h is the vector whose ith component is -Ck p(i, k) log p( i, k), and the vector inequality is a component by component inequality.
Proof: Equation (6.2) follows from (5.1) and Jensen's inequality. First, assume all entries p( i, k) are positive. Insert p(i, k)/p(i, k) in the product in (5.1) and take the logarithm yielding log NL(i) .= log c ~ !
which is given in matrix notation by the theorem statement. Now suppose one or more of the p(i, k) equal zero. Then, NL(i) is greater than the sum in (5.1) restricted to those rules labeled with nonzero p(i, k). The equality in the proof is changed to an inequality and the result follows. Since lim a+O a log a = 0, the theorem statement holds if some of the p(i, k) equal zero. q Equality in the lower bound of (6.2) is attained, if and only if
an intuitive choice as it corresponds to letting pL( i, k) equal the number of derivations of L levels using rule r( i, k) divided by the total number of possible derivations of L levels. While the lower bound of Theorem 6 holds for any possible choice of the { p( i, k)} , in the following theorem a particular choice of the { p(i, k)) is shown to also provide an upper bound for log NL.
Theorem 7: The branching rate of a strongly connected language with p > 1 equals the largest eigenvalue of M achievable by varying the { p( i, k)} over all possible values.
The thrust of the proof, which is in the appendix, is to show that for every L, there exists a matrix i@ and a pair of vectors log J and h such that at stage L klog N,-, + log J 2 log NL 2 klog NL-, + h.
Now it is shown that rules going only to terminals do not affect the super-geometric growth rates.
Corollary 1: Given a strongly connected grammar G = (V,, VT, 013 R), define E to be a finite set of rules whose right-hand sides have only terminals. Let R' = R U R, and G' = lb, v,, 01, R?. Then the language generated by G and G' have identical branching rates.
Proofi Since assigning nonzero values of p(i, k) to the added rules cannot increase the eigenvalue of M, the computation in Theorem 7 is unaffected by the addition of these rules. q
Addition or deletion of a finite number of rules which go only to terminals cannot affect the branching rate, a result which we now strengthen. Suppose a rule is added, say r(i, Ji + l), such that for some k, 1 I k I Ji, nj(i, Ji + 1) 5 nj(i, k) for all j. Then the branching rate of the new language equals the branching rate of the old since choosing p( i, Ji + 1) to be greater than zero does not increase the eigenvalue of M achieved by assigning that same probability to the kth rule. Thus, by Theorem 7, the branching rate is determined by the rules with the largest number of nonterminals on their right-hand sides.
The final theorem in this section proves that any strongly connected context-free language with at least one rule with two nonterminals has branching rate p > 1.
Theorem 8: If more than one syntactic variable appears on the right side of any rewrite rule of a strongly connected language, then pi = p for all i, and p > 1.
Proof: Theorem 5 gives the result that the branching rates are equal. To show that p > 1, it suffices to show that there exists a set of p(i, k) that yields an A4 matrix with largest eigenvalue bigger than one. Without loss of generality, assume the first rewrite rule for u, has more than one syntactic variable on its right-hand side. Choose p( 1, 1) = 1 -E, where 0.5 > E > 0, and ~(1, k) = e/(J1 -l), for k r 2. For syntactic variables a,, i > 1, assign the p( i, k) so that they are nonzero only for rules with syntactic variables on the right-hand sides and such that the resulting mean matrix M is positively regular. Then, A4 = Q + k where Q is a stochastic matrix with nonzero entries wherever M has nonzero entries and ii? is nonnegative and has at least one positive entry (specifically, in the first row). Let k be an integer large enough that Mkwl is strictly positive. Then,
But, this implies that p 1 &,(Mk) 1 mini(Mkl)i > 1. 0
The strong connectedness is important for giving supergeometric growth rates of grammars with rules having more than one nonterminal on their right-hand side. The family of pseudolinear grammars (see Kuich [1-l]) illustrates this point clearly as they have rules with more than one nonterminal on their right-hand sides, are not strongly connected, and have branching rates p I 1. For psuedolinear languages, it is the gL( i) that grow as a polynomial in L and therefore determine the rate of growth (as opposed to the regular language case where p = 1 and the g, grow linearly as LH for H the entropy). Examples are given in Section VIII demonstrating this.
Related results may be obtained by examining the properties of nonnegative matrices (see [4] , [12] ). Since the largest sum of the elements in a row of a nonnegative matrix is an upper bound on that matrix's largest eigenvalue, the largest possible sum of any row of any matrix M is an upper bound on the branching rate of the associated context-free language. Similarly, the smallest possible row sum is a lower bound on the branching rate. Thus, if every rule has the same number of syntactic variables on their right-hand sides, then this number equals p (e.g., see [lo] ).
VII. MAXIMUMENTROPYBRANCHINGPROCESSES
In this section, we describe maximum entropy branching processes by combining the purely combinatoric analysis of Section VI and the entropy computations for random branching processes of Sections III and IV. For Section VI, the bounds on the growth rates for the logarithm of the number of derivations from a context-free grammar are in terms of the associated mean matrices M. The largest possible eigenvalue of any associated A4 matrix equals the super-geometric growth rate of the number of derivations. These observations give the following.
Lemma II: Suppose that a context-free language has branching rate p. Suppose a set of probabilities { p( i, k), k = l;.., Ji>,~1 are associated with the rewrite rules, defining a random branching process whose mean matrix A4 is positively regular and has largest eigenvalue p. Let A", be the b-typical set defined in (4.23) associated w it! h the random branching process. Then, for all 6 > 0, converges to log p, and (7.1) holds. 0
Lemma 11 states that the log-log rate of growth of the number of derivations from a context-free grammar and of the number of typical derivations of the associated random branching process are equal under the conditions stated. This equivalence between the combinatorics of the random branching processes and the context-free languages is a step toward the goal of describing maximum entropy branching processes. The use of the notion of maximum entropy in this setting is intended to be in the same spirit as Shannon's original work [ 131. That is, since the random branching process only generates derivations that satisfy the constraints given by the rules, the set of typical derivations from the branching process is necessarily a subset of the set of all derivations which satisfy the rules. Thus the sets A", are subsets of the N,( 1) derivations possible from u1 , and I Ai I I N,(l), for all 6 and all L. Our definition of a maximum entropy branching process is then the branching process that has the largest possible sets Ai for all 6 > 0. By Theorem 1, this implies maximization of v h. This branching process has combinatorics as close to those of the language as possible.
The conditions of the Lemma include the assumption that the resulting mean matrix is strongly connected, although it might be that the mean matrix corresponding to the probabilities that achieve the largest branching rate is not strongly connected. In that case, the results from Sections III and IV do not directly apply. For this reason in stating the next theorem we restrict attention to the case where the set of mean matrices with largest eigenvalues are strongly connected.
Dejinition IO: Suppose the sets of probabilities { p(i, k), k = 1,--e, Ji}i"= i maximize the entropy per nonterminal H = vh (where vl = 1, vM = pv, and h given by (3.5)) over all probabilities which maximize the largest eigenvalue of the mean matrix M. If the mean matrix M is strongly connected, then the random branching process with these probabilities is called the maximum entropy branching process.
Theorem 9: Let the probabilities { p(i, k)} be given by where the zi satisfy 2: = e-vh ( g fil Zjn'(i'k) , I
( 7 4 with p the largest possible eigenvalue of any mean matrix M. Then, the branching process with these probabilities is a maximum entropy branching process if the resulting mean matrix M is strongly connected.
Proof: The proof involves writing the maximization problem down with all of the associated constraints: maximize vh subject to vl = 1, vM = pvT, M given by (6.1), and entries of h given by (3.5). Let a and b be I/ x 1 vectors of Lagrange multipliers and let y be a Lagrange multiplier. The Hamiltonian for the problem is then
The derivatives with respect to the { p(i, k)) yields This coupled with vM = pv yields v h = -y . q
For the class of regular languages, the problem of finding maximum entropy branching processes reduces to finding maximum entropy Markov chains. The results are well known. Here the result for that case is presented as a special case of Theorem 9. Let B be the V x I/ matrix whose i, j entry b(i, j) is the number of rewrite rules for ai which have uj on the right-hand side according to b(i, j) = C2zl nj(i, k). B is strongly connected, if and only if the language is strongly connected.
Corollary 1: Let G be a regular grammar whose language is strongly connected. Then the probabilities defined by (7.2) and (7.3) (with p = 1) give a maximum entropy regular branching process. Furthermore, the vector with ith entry zi is the right eigenvector of B with eigenvalue evh and the i, j entry of M is m(i, j) = b(i, j)zj eYhZj ' (7.12) Proof: B is strongly connected and (7.3) shows that the vector with ith entry zi is the positive right eigenvector for B. Thus M defined by (7.12) is strongly connected. Also, this M has positive right eigenvector 1 with eigenvalue 1. 0 It can be shown in a straightforward manner that the pL(i, k) defined in (6.4) converge to the p(i, k) in (7.2) for the regular case. Equation (6.4) may be considered to be (7.2) with N,(j) substituted for zj. This has the intuitive appeal of setting the maximum entropy probability equal to the total number of trees of L levels possible arising from ai conditioned on the kth rewrite rule being used to rewrite ui the first time, divided by the total number of L level derivations possible arising from a,. Note that (7.12) is the result obtained by Shannon ([13, Appendix 51) for maximizing entropy subject to channel constraints.
VIII. EXAMPLES
The examples which follow illustrate various points of the theory. The first example shows that in the case of regular grammars p = 1 and the g, are linear in L with constant the normalized entropy of the equivalent finite-state Markov source. The second example is the arithmetic expression language [14] and demonstrates that the rate of growth of all terminated arithmetic expression programs grows supergeometrically with p = 1.75488. The third example is for the pseudolinear grammars that demonstrate p = 1 with polynomial growth of the g,.
The terminals associated with each of the rules in R are not indicated because they do not contribute to the super-geometric growth rate of the number of derivations, and the initialization of (5.1) is again assumed to be No = 1. Associate with the first rewrite rule of ui probability ~(1, 1) = p, and with the second ~(1, 2) = 1 -p. The mean matrix is 2-2P 1 1 (8 4 having largest eigenvalue p = 2 irrespective of p. To determine the probability p use Theorem 9, implying p = zf /(zf + z,'), with the constraint of (7.3), z: = edvh(zf + 2,') yielding p = eevh. The entropy vh is calculated by using the second constraint of (7.3) giving z2 = eevhz 13' which when combined with zf gives 1 = eevh + ecdvh) . Solving yields p = e-vh = 0.6823, and vh = 0.3822.
Arithmetic Expression Grammar: Now the arithmetic expression language [15] is examined and is demonstrated to 03 -+ la,, us -+ Ou,, a, --, Ou,}. have branching rate p = 1.75488. Define G, = (VT, V,, R, ui) with nonterminals V, 2 { gl, u2, a,, u4} with ut = expression, a2 = term, us = factor, and a4 = variable, with terminals VT A { + , -, *, /, (, ), U, b, C, d}. The production rules are Rg {aI ~u~+u~,u1~u~-u~,u1~u~,u~~u2*u~, U22-*2/U37U22-)37U3'(ul)9 u,-,u4,u4-)a,u4+b, a4 + c, u, -+ d).
Regular Grammar: First examine binary strings from simple run-length constraint grammars similar to those used in magnetic recording. Define G, = ( VT, V,, R, u,i with terminal symbols VT k (0, 1)) syntactic variables V, = { u1 , 3, $3, ~~4)) and production rules Rb {u,+Ou2,u,-,lu,,u,+lu3, Rules going only to terminals have been removed. Now use the lower bound of Theorem 6 with the initialization of (5.1) given by No = 1 since there are no rules going only to terminals, with NL interpreted as the total number of derivation trees. The branching matrices M are stochastic with largest eigenvalue p = 1 since every rewrite rule gives rise to one syntactic variable in the strongly connected set, Cj nj(i, k) = 1. Solving recursively for a lower bound at level L gives where cc, v are the right and left eigenvectors of M, and 0 I CY < 1. Since M is stochastic, p is the all l's vector, and v is the limit measure of the Markov chain induced by the particular choice of probabilities on the rewrite rules. To find the growth rates of the start state ui, define the initial vector z0 = 1, 0, 0, 0] yielding log NL 2 wlog 4, + [cl wh -[cl @a'), (8.1) A derivation of the expression a*b takes the form u, -+ a2 + u$u, + a,*~, + a,*~, + u4*u4 -+ a*u, + a*b.
Associate with the first two rewrite rules of u1 probabilities p(l) 1) and p(l,2) with the third rule probability p(l,3) = [l -~(1, 1) -p(l,2)]. Let the probabilities for rewriting u2 be given by p(2,1), ~(2, 2) and [ 1 (8.6) 1 0 0 The entropy is H = vh = 0.4812, p = 1, and g,(i) converges to LH for all i.
Context-Free (Binary Trees): The rules for the next The branching rate is the largest root of the characteristic grammar have exactly two nonterminals on their right-hand equation p -2x2 + X -1 = 0 which is p = 1.75488. This sides, with branching rate p = 2. Let G, = (V,, V,, R, fixes v. To maximize v h, h is maximized, resulting in ui) with nonterminals V, g { ui, u2}, and production rules ~(1, 1) = ~(1, 2) = 0.5 and p(2,l) = ~(2, 2) = 0.5. There R b {ul + ulul, u1 + ~,a,, u2 + qu,}.
is 0 probability assigned to both rewrite rule r(1, 3) and rewrite rule r(2, 3).
To emphasize the significance of the branching rate, shown in Figs. l-3 are the results of counting arithmetic expression programs as a function of generation level i. In Fig. 1 , a plot of log(log(N,(l))) versus L is shown, with NL the number of terminated arithmetic expressions. This plot is linear in L for large L (note that L = 12 is as far as could be calculated using exponents less than 300). Fig. 2 shows log N,(l)/log NL-i(1) converging to p = 1.75488, demonstrating that the branching rate calculated for the branching process equals the branching rate for the context-free language as predicted by the theory. Finally, Fig. 3 demonstrates a deterministic large deviation result showing that for 6 = 0.08, (p + S)L bounds log N,(l) for large L.
Pseudolinear Grammars: Now the set of bounded, simple unbounded [16] and pseudo-linear languages are examined [l l] which demonstrate the importance of the strong connectedness property for Theorem 8. In these examples rules have more than one nonterminal on their right-hand sides, yet p = 1; also, they have higher growth rates than regular in that the g, grow faster than linearly in L.
First extend the regular grammar example which forbids three consecutive ones or zeros by adding rules which generate the language consisting of the concatenation of all sentences in the runlength language, commonly called the closure of the language. Define Gy = (VT, Vj(?, R", uo), with terminal symbols as before nonterminals V$ = V, U a,, and rewrite rules R* = R U {CT,,+ uluo, a,,+ ul}. CT is not strongly connected since there is no derivation originating in ui which results in a a,. It is however, context-free and contains one rewrite rule with more than one nonterminal variable. To calculate the combinatorics note that the number of derivations starting in ok for k E { 1, 2, 3, 4) is the same as in the first regular grammar example and are previously given, with p = 1. Using these, proceed by examining log NL(0) given by log NL (0) 
Thus, g,(O) is asymptotically a polynomial in L of degree 2. This language lies between the context-free languages having branching rates p > 1, and the regular languages for which their log-rate of growth is linear in L, and illustrates properties of the entire family of pseudolinear grammars characterized by Kuich [l 11. A grammar G is called psuedolinear if it is never the case that for any finite set of substitutions to any nonterminal ui can a derivation ai + ~1ui~2ui~3 be generated, where 4's are strings of terminals and nonterminals, uossiblv emutv. As shown by Kuich such a grammar can be decomposed into a set of strongly connected subcomponents each of which contains rewrite rules which have at most one nonterminal on their right-hand sides. For each of these subcomponents, the branching rates are at most 1, and the combinatorics can be calculated directly as has been done for the regular component in the above example.
To determine the branching rate of all rewrite rules having more than one nonterminal on their right hand sides, recursions for the log-rates of growth are derived.
To illustrate, examine a more complex example from Kuich and Altman and Banerji [16] . Define G4( V,, V,, R, ui) with terminal symbols VT 4 {a, b, c, d, e}, syntactic variables V, 4 { ui, a ,, a,, a,, a,, 0~6) ) and production rules R A {ul + u,u,u,, u2 -+ au2a, a2 -+ u3u6, ug -+ aso,, (Tq + a306 9 Us --+ cu,c, a5 --* d, a6 + bu,b, a6 + e}. For a5 and a,, N,(5) = NL _ ,(5) + 1, N,(6) = NL _ ,(6) + 1, giving NL(5) = N,(6) = L. Next, for a,,
This is a linear equation in the log with solution log N,(3) = Cfc; log I, yielding from Stirling's formula for large L , (8.11) implying that p = 1 and that g,(3) grows as ( (8.12) Clearly p = 1 and gL(2) is similar to g,(3). Finally, the start state has combinatorics determined by
Asymptotically, this implies g,(l) grows at least as a quadratic in L times log L.
IX. CONCLUSION This paper studies the entropy and combinatorics of the family of strongly connected Galton-Watson processes that branch according to substitution rules with an associated set of fixed probabilities, and the context-free languages that have the identical substitution rules with no a priori probabilities describing the derivations. Our results are summarized as follows. For the random branching processes, the entropies corresponding to the subcritical, critical and supercritical branching rates p < 1, p = 1, and p > 1 have been defined, where the branching rate p is the largest eigenvalue of the mean matrix M generated from the rewrite rules and their associated probabilities. For processes with p 2 1, the entropy rate H is the limit of the expected log-probability of L generation trees, normalized by the expected number of nodes. The equipartition theorem which is proven for the super-critical (p > 1) processes shows that the entropy determines the uniform probability of the infinite trees in the usual sense, according to = H, (9.1) I=1 where (9.1) is true almost everywhere in the non-extinct set having probability 1 -q. Because for the general case each node does not have a fixed number of daughters, each of the typical trees has a random number of nodes equal to ck , zI-, 1, implying that the strongest statement that can be made about the size of the typical sequence set as a function of generation level L is that the d-typical sets have log-log growth rate equal to log p. For the particular case that each node has identically p daughters, then the stronger statement can be made that the d-typical sets grow at log-rate H C;=, p'-?
In addition to studying the combinatorics of the random Galton-Watson branching processes, the combinatorics of the set of all derivations satisfying the syntax of the underlying grammar are studied, where a priori there are no probabilities defined. This of course corresponds to studying the combinatorics of strongly connected context-free languages. One of the most important results of the second half of the paper is that the deterministic branching rate of a strongly connected context-free language equals the largest branching rate of any random branching process which can be generated from the same derivation rules.
Our intentions in characterizing the combinatoric properties of these deterministic languages are twofold. First we are interested in coding issues of the following type: Given the set of all expressions in a context-free language (or the set of associated tree derivations) of I L generations, how should the codebook grow with derivation depth. The implications of our results for coding the trees corresponding to contextfree rewrite rules are clear. The log-size of the codebook for the set of derivations of L levels or less grows at the rate pL, where p > 1 except for "simple" cases such as regular languages and pseudolinear languages. For the p = 1 processes, the associated function g, determines the log-rate of growth with L of the codebook. Typically, for p = 1, g, is polynomial in L or bounded by a polynomial in L, but g, cannot grow exponentially in L. For regular languages, it is linear in L, and for the pseudolinear languages it typically is at least quadratic in L.
Actual codebook design using probabilities associated to rewrite rules has been studied by Cameron [14] and more recently by Patton [ 171. Cameron used probabilities such that p < 1 and studied the coding of the arithmetic expression language and the Pascal programming language. In the examples we have shown that the arithmetic expression language is strongly connected and has branching rate p = 1.75488. As we have shown in Theorem 8, if one is interested in coding all possible strings in a strongly connected context-free language that has more than one nonterminal on the right side of one rule using a strategy based on assigning probabilities to rewrite rules, then this assignment must give p > 1. Patton has used such an assignment for coding the C programming language. As Cameron notes, his strategy can be adapted for p > 1.
A second motivation for examining the combinatoric properties of context-free languages is we have been interested in transforming optimization problems defined over deterministic strings to Bayesian inference problems over these same strings where there are probability measures associated with them. Our approach is to associate with a given deterministic branching process (deterministic context-free grammar) the stochastic branching process (stochastic context-free grammar) with identical combinatoric growth rates, which corresponds to the random branching process with the largest branching rate (Theorem 7). In fact, this is precisely the algorithmic complexity approach laid out by Solomonoff [18] , Kolmogoroff [19] and Chaitin [20] for associating measures with deterministic strings. That is, determine minimum length codes for a set of strings, and then choose the logprobability of a string as minus the length of the associated codeword. Roughly speaking in terms of our results any code for the deterministic grammar must have codewords of lengths lower bounded by pL multiplied by L-dependent constants g, that grow at most as a polynomial in L, and the probability measure of the associated random branching process of maximal branching rate has log-probability upper-bounded by -pL multiplied by such g,.
For the purpose of associating probabilities with and coding the derivations corresponding to context-free languages there has already been a great deal of work done. Grenander [6] first made the connection of random branching processes to the strings associated with context-free grammars. As he argued, since derivations from context-free grammars proceed without dependence on adjacent nodes in the same generation of the tree (in contrast to context-sensitive languages [21]), multitype Galton-Watson processes have the proper conditional independence of substitution rule structure. As Grenander was interested in finite languages, those containing a finite number of strings, he emphasized constructing random branching processes whose measures have all their mass on finite trees. For this reason he examined the entropies of the subcritical branching processes with p < 1 implying extinction (termination) probability 1 (see Harris [l] ). Since that work various investigators have taken the same approach (see [22] or 1231 or [14]) of defining stochastic context-free grammars with probabilities so constructed that their branching rates were less than one.
Kuich [l l] has studied the combinatoric properties of the number of context-free terminal sequences in the infinite language as a function of length of the string. The important departure from his work is that the growth properties have been characterized versus derivation depth and not terminating sequence length, corresponding to the fact that it is along the generation dimension of the tree that the probabilistic structure is occurring. Only for the finite-state case are these two the same. The second difference is we have studied the combinatoric properties of the set of all unique derivation trees, not the set of derivations resulting in unique terminal leaf sequences. For unambiguous languages there is a one-toone mapping between terminating leaf sequences and derivation trees; in general there is not [15] . Clearly for studies on physical branching systems such as in dendritic systems 1241, [25] it has been the characterization of the tree structures themselves which seem important. For instance, Huberman and Hogg [26] have defined complexity measures for various kinds of hierarchical systems by associating with them randomly branching tree graphs, with the complexity measure associated with the regularity of and number of daughters of each node. Our weakly typical sequence theorem shows that the emerging feature which is common to the set of tree graphs evolving according to the same rules is precisely the branching parameter p, and the log-complexity measure is log P.
There has been a good deal of work done on associating probability measures with regular grammatical sources, i.e., finite-state branching processes having at most one daughter below any node. Shannon himself in appendix 5 of his famous paper [ 131 studied the capacity of a particular deterministic channel showing that the log-rate of growth of the infinite language of source sequences corresponded to the maximum entropy of the Markov source that had the same state transitions as the sequences of the deterministic channel. The constraints he studied were a particular finite-state regular grammar, although the parlance of Chomsky's grammar hierarchy had not yet appeared. Shannon's result does however apply to all regular grammars. For predicting error bounds in the context of speech-recognition, Levinson [27] has associated maximum-entropy Markov sources with the structural constraints of regular grammars. We ourselves have used maximum-entropy representations of regular grammatical constraints in image processing [28] , as well as for learning problems where we have transformed deterministic learning to Bayesian hypothesis testing over Markov models of varying state descriptions [29] . As shown in Section VII, the results presented here for associating probabilities to branching processes specialize to include the results on finite-state sources.
There are several areas for future research. The coding applications and the transformation of optimization problems over deterministic strings to Bayesian inference problems, as discussed above, are two areas. Another area is in creating a closer tie between this work and the work of Kuich [l l] and of Justesen and Larsen [30] who extend Kuich and Soule's [23] results and derive maximum entropy per terminal probabilities for p I 1. This has been partially accomplished by Patton [17] who finds maximum entropy per terminal probabilities for p > 1.
Another, more subtle, issue concerns the existence of the limit in Definition 9. Examining the proofs of Theorems 5, 6, and 7, shows that the lower bound results do not depend on the existence of the limit in Definition 9. Thus, for each i, there is a constant c(i) such that for all, L log NL(i) > c( i)pL, where p is the largest possible eigenvalue of any M matrix. The second part of the proof of Theorem 7 uses Lemma 9 requiring the existence of the limit in Definition 9. Theorems 6 and 7 along with the choice of pL(i, k) in (6.4) offers the best hope of proving that the limit in question exists. If it can be shown that these pL(i, k) converge as L gets large, then they must have an associated M matrix with largest possible eigenvalue. The corresponding vector inequality (6.2) would be an equality and this would limit the growth rate of the log NL(I') to be p and the limit would exist. For strongly connected languages, we believe that this limit exists. Whether the resulting M matrix is strongly connected or not determines whether the gL(i) converge to a constant vector or whether they grow (see the examples of pseudolinear languages for cases where they grow). In all cases we have examined and in the examples in this paper, it is straightforward to prove the existence of the limit in Definition 9.
APPENDIX
Proof of Theorem 3: The limiting probability on Ai follows from the convergence on A of the normalized log( -log P(T,(w))), which is a consequence of Theorem 2 and Lemma 3 implying for all o E A and any E, ~L(E, o) such that VL > L(E, w), which is the convergence of the probability of the A-typical sets to 1 -q. For the combinatoric statement, the definition of At implies that for all T(w) E A;, log P(TL(a)) 1 -e('"gP+*)L.
(A.4
Since P(Ai) 1 1, 11 c P (T,(w) It is immediately clear the p 2 1, because otherwise NL(I') would be decreasing at a greater than exponential rate which is a contradiction to N,(i) being greater than 1. Taking logs gives log(1 -c) + pLgL(i) < log NL(I') < log(1 + E) + pLgL(i).
(A.ll)
For p > 1, the branching rate from Definition 9 becomes lim 1% NL(I') > lim log(l -E) + P%,(i) L-+OO log N,-,(i) -L+m log(1 + E) + pL-'g,-,(i) = p* (A.12)
Interchanging 1 + E and 1 -E in (A.12) yields the opposite inequality and the result p = pi. For p = 1, gL( i) > log 2 since NL(l') > 1. Thus E may be chosen small enough to show that the limit in (A.12) holds and thus, p = pi = 1. From Lemma 8, if p = pi, then gL(i) = log N,(i)/pf satisfies (5.3).
For the second half of the theorem, assume that gL(i) is matrix may be viewed as a matrix M, which is obtained by any positive function satisfying (5.3). Definition 9 implies choosing the p( i, k) for each i to be zero except for the k that for each e > 0 there exists an L, such that for all corresponding to the maximizing set of nj(i, k) in which L > L,, case it equals one. Then, (Pi -E) lOg N,-,(i) < log NL(i) < (pi + E)lOg N,-,(i).
(A.13)
Extending this result M steps and subtracting pL+MgL(i) tilogiV_,+log JrlogN, . (A.21) This establishes (6.5), because k may also be used in place of M in the lower bound in (6.2).
To complete the proof of the theorem, select p(i, k) to maximize the largest eigenvalue of M. Denote this eigenvalue &,,,, and the corresponding mean matrix M,,,. This set of p(i, k) is not necessarily unique and the corresponding Mm,, matrix is not necessarily positively regular since some of the p(i, k) which give the matrix with the largest eigenvalue may be zero. Since the language is strongly connected, however, any set of p(i, k) which are all positive yield an M matrix that is positively regular. Form a sequence of sets of p( i, k) indexed by n, p,( i, k), such that p,(i, k) is greater than zero for each n and the sequence converges to the selected p(i, k). Corresponding to this sequence is a sequence M, with unique largest eigenvalues X,, and unique positive left eigenvectors v, such that where 0 I CY < 1 and cc, is the positive right eigenvector of M, with eigenvalue h,. The first term on the right-hand side of (A.24) is a constant as k increases, the second term is nonnegative, and the third term is decreasing as k increases. From Theorem 4, X, is a lower bound for the branching rate. 
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